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Landscape as Framework

01 Introduction

In developing revitalization strategies for depopulating, shrinking
districts, the economic and psychological disciplines remain the
key focus. In contrast, landscape architecture has long been

underestimated as a guiding framework in city revitalization. This

thesis book presents how landscape architecture could function as a

framework to revive a city through spatial comfort and spatial identity.
Downtown Area, Fall River

Using downtown Fall River as an example, this book speculates how
landscape transforms a city physically and mentally. By rebuilding

Fall River’s spatial comfort and spatial identity, landscape architecture
could drive social engagement, revitalize local economy, recall lost
history, and ultimately, allow the city to revive and flourish.
1
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SPACE IN SHRINKING CITIES

Vacant Urban Space

Shrinking cities are marked by decaying streets, abandoned buildings,

Background

together with invading nature.

Globalization

In the process of globalization, conomic centers gravitate towards

metropolis. Meanwhile, industries get redistributed in space, leading
the redistribution of labor, capital, markets, technologies, and other
resources.

Shrinking

During this inevitable process, some of the cities become less

relevant to the overall economic system of the world. They are

Dropping Population

Population dropping and economic stagnation are the most noticeable
phenomenon in statistics.

losing their economic bases and connections with the outside world,

resulting in increased vulnerability to natural hazards and inner social
conflicts.

Stepping back from Society

With constant failure in government policies and self struggles, some
residents fall into the states of isolation and reservation.
3
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Challenge of shrinking cities

Globally, shrinking cities are facing many economical and societal
challenges. According to Shrinking Cities: Urban Challenges of
Globalization, “Shrinking cities find themselves metaphorically
speaking ‘unplugged’ from international engines of growth.”[1]

Economic disconnection is the key reason of the shrinking, and lead

to people’s mental changes. The impact of economic disconnection is
also marked by the loss of communication among the residents, and
the loss of history and identity of this city.

Disconnect from economic center

Loss of communication

Loss of history

which causes loss of job opportunities, loss of workforces, and loss of

in this area tend to avoid further struggles and choose to step back

roads, replacing and ignoring their own history and personality. This

Shrinking cities are disconnected from the current economic center,
1. Martinez‐Fernandez, Cristina, et al. “Shrinking cities: Urban challenges of
globalization.” International journal of urban and regional research 36.2 (2012): 213225.
5

sufficient economic activities to support city development.

Due to the formidable obstacles in jobs and social activities, residents
from society and stop communicating with others.

In the industrialization ages, most cities built numerous factories and
loss of identity becomes a barrier for people to remember a city.

6
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Government Policies

Economic Benifits

Current Strategies
To resolve the challenges in these shrinking cities, politics focusing

on policies, economics focusing on financial help, and artists focusing
on mental status. In developing revitalization strategies, landscape
architects can play their role to work together with all these forces.
Landscape architects could employ their systematic thinking and

analytical tools to help the shrinking communities regain their sense of
belonging, and the hopefulness of the future.

Spiritual Supports

Why not GO INTO THE SPACE?

7
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Thesis

The Landscape-Driven Revival Framework

Assumption

Question

migration and economic stagnation. There is a growing culture of

an under-resourced and marginalized community to rebuild its own

Today, many depopulated cities are facing issues like outward

despair and hopelessness, an increasing dependency on government

welfare support and illegal economic activities, and a tendency toward
behaviors and actions that undermine the positivity and productivity.
It is urgently needed to restore hopefulness, build stronger
communities, and cultivate healthy behaviors.

This book focus on landscape in urban areas. Where landscape sets
the background and foundation where people are doing their daily
activities.

9

Can landscape architecture provide a framework for helping such
identity that allows it to revive and flourish?

Spatial Comfort

Sub-question

1. What is the role of landscape in the previous shrinking cities?

2. How can landscape influence people both physically and mentally,
hence improve their life quality?

3. In what ways can landscape be a catalyst for the transformation of
the whole district?

Willingness to
stay in the space

Social

Urban Landscape
Spatial Identity

Engagement

Revitalize economy
Regain communication

City Revival

Recall history

Willingness to
return to the space

10
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How to create a framework?
In the trends of globalization, people gathered in certain metropolis,
leaving other cities the situation of capital outflow and workforce

shortage, which causes further social problems. From landscape’s

perspective, revive such an under-resourced city is to apply spatial

strategies: Creating physically suitable spaces and building mentally

impressive identity. This requires landscape acting as the framework
and foundation in the systematic urban revival strategies.

To practice landscape as a framework, it is important to look back at
case studies in existing shrinking cities and to analyze their current
development.

02 Case Study

In this chapter, I look at four shrinking cities across the globe:

Liverpool, Detroit, Tokyo, and Barnaul. Through analyzing its key

historical events and city development, I hope to find the common
pitfall to avoid and to identify the city-specific strategy of revival.
11
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Liverpool, UK
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Worse social conditions

The start of downward is marked by increasing unemployment
rate, which worsens the social conditions, and drives more
workforce moving to other cities. And this leads to worse
social conditions and an even higher unemployment rate.

Current Urban Revival
Using multi-level
strategies to revival.

Manufacture
Construction
Service
Others
Transportation
Financial

Public Sector
Education

Logistics
14
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Small Events

Bars, hotels, cinemas, coffees, and clubs, are esential elements to
stimulate the love to the city.

Sports

Sports are common favors among various groups in the city. Sports
remove people’s boundaries, and bring a new lifestyle to the city.

Tourism

By developing festivals and tours in the city, Liverpool successfully

Space Strategies

attracts visitors to the city.

Liverpool is successful in landscape since it works well in shaping the
space where all kinds of social economic activities happen.

Heritage Regeneration
Industrial City

Liverpool use museum to remember its own history, and redevelop
historical port area, to help people engage in history culturally.

Financial Investment

Financially strong companies invest significantly in the poor areas in
the city.

Spatial Quality

Open green spaces enhance outdoor leisure and activities.

15
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Detroit, US
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Community Garden

To help residents rebuild their social connection, community garden

Abandoned Houses

Urban Agriculture

for decades. Some of the houses are in severe conditions and are not

caltivates all kinds of plants for profit in the previously abandoned

Over 66% residents left Detroit, leaving their houses uncared behind

Using waste land to gain economic benifits, urban agriculture

suitable to live in.

yard, therefor the local residents are still able to have income.

Blight Removal

Current Population dropping

Poverty, crime, and urban blight
continue to be ongoing problems.
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among different racial groups.

can be the first step of leading one who step back from society.
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Introduce culture, recreation, shopping in the center downtown area,

Held by non-profit organization, the Blight Removal Project removes
672,795

the abandoned houses, and reshape them into public spaces.
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Tokyo, Japan

Barnaul, Russia

Stagnation and Aging

Social Fracture
Current Inevitable Aging

1980s Dropping Birth Rate
The dropping birth rate and higher
average life span lead to higher
aging rate.
Difficulties
Higher Education Rate
People after high education won’t like to
have children.
1920 Urbanization

With rapid economic growth, young laborers flush
into Tokyo.

d:

e
Ag

3M

Working-Age: 33M

Children: 20M
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Cost of Education
The time and money cost on education
prevents families from having children.
Impaired Social Interaction
People in working age feels hard to go out
and work.
Higher Cost on Marriage
Marriage means one stay at home and
take care of kids.

1917 Soviet Union
After 1917 revolution, planned economies
are used to set the production and usage of
every product.

With growing aging rate, economy,
politics, education and social values
are changing.
Social Structure
Factory as Living Center
People work in factories, live there, eat there, and build
their connections there.
Strategies

Aging facilities
Construct more facilities for aged
people

Help elders to work
Help elders go back to work by
adjusting tranportation and health
policies.

Factory as Cosuming Center
Child care, food supply, and even the security of the city,
all were managed by factory.
Factory as Culture and Education Center
In 1980s, every one let their private life be subordinated
to the interests and domination of the collective.

1991 Union Dissolved
Union’s dissolve lead to the
collapse of its previous economic
stucture, and turned rapidly into
free market economy.

Destruct Factory
Factory Destruction
Under the pressures of a free
market, factories under planned
economy break down.
Destruct Connection
The social connections build upon
previous factory suffer great loss
and change.

Gender Discrimination
For women, marriage means a loss of job.
Dropping Economy
People have to work longer to get
equivalent income.

Stimulate families to have children
Use policies and improve social
environment to icentivize families to
have children.
20
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Liverpool

Industrialization

City Identity

Deindustrialization
City of port

Detroit

City of football

City of ???
City of car

Tokyo

visiting here, settling down here, bringing oppotunities for this city to
revive. Other cities like Detroit, are losing their own identities; or like

Tokyo, failed to attract young people to come here; or are suffering the
economical revival.

City of oppotunity

It is crucial for a city to find its own identity. “A city, like an urban

community, can also and should strengthen its distinct characteristics
that create its identity. It is essential that it will be different from other
City of ???

City of planned

to support all kinds of activities, this city successfully attracts people

loss of previous community which further prevent the population and

City of ???

Barnaul

By shaping Liverpool’s “logo” as football and improve space qualities

cities and it will take its special place amongst them. In this way, it

succeeds in having the ability to project a strong and defined image

to those that live within it or visiting.”[1] Redefining a city’s identity sets
the foundation of revival.

1 Athanasios Balermpas. A strong city identity and physiognomy is an important factor
for its development. A case study on the city of arta, greece. Journal “Sustaibable
Development, Culture, Traditions”, 2015
21
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Can this framework be applied
to other cities?
This chapter analyzes the reasons why these four cities have

historically become shrinking cities, what approaches these four cities
employ to revitalize themselves, and why these approaches work

for the city or not. I recognize that one of the most important factors

that drive the city’s prosperous development is the city’s own identity.
Finding or redefining a shrinking city’s identity could tremendously
help with this city’s revival. To test whether this identity-driven

approach could be used as a universal framework to city revival, I look
at how this approach might be applied to a new site: Fall River.

03 Case Study: Fall River

In this chapter, I take a close look at downtown Fall River, discussing

the reason why this area is lack of people’s activities. Through a clear
understanding of this area’s strength and shortage, I hope to find a
way to trigger the revival of this underutilized area.
23
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Fall River
Boston

Fall River is a city in Bristol County, MA, US. The population is 89,420
(2017)[1], and currently stuck in economic and population stagnation[2].

Famous for its numerous 19th-century textile mills and Battleship
Cove, it is also known for the only city hall that is located over an
interstate highway.

Providence
Fall River

City Hall, Fall River, Mass. (1976). Photo by W.J. Mullen
25

1 “Acs Demographic And Housing Estimates 2013-2017 American Community Survey
5-Year Estimates: Fall River city, Massachusetts”. U.S. Census Bureau, American
Factfinder. Retrieved February 5, 2013.
2 “Metropolitan Area Employment and Unemployment: Fall River, MA”. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. March, 2019.
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City Space Analysis

Site Photos

Green Space

Parking Lots

Empty City Hall

Connection Bridge

highway, and nobody is visiting there.

pedestrians due to the narrowness and noisiness.

Families are gathering in parks that surround Fall River.

City Hall

Cars are taking up all the roadsides and every corners of the city.

Parking Lots
Public Open Space

N
0
27

100 200

400

1000’

The public open spaces are small and noisy due to the underlying

Bridges that go across the highway are uncomfortable for
28
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Site Analysis
Small businesses such as shops, bars, hotels work as sparking points
to the city. They intrigue people’s sense of belonging to the city.
However, in Fall River, the City Hall are far away from these

businesses, and there is no public open spaces around it. Parking

lots, instead, are taking up the spaces in the street and large spaces
near the city hall.

29
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Street Sections

31
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City Hall Section
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Activity Study
To use landscape to revitalize Fall River, the key question is:

How can landscape attract people to the streets and plazas?
In the research and anlysis of existing case studies and precedent
solutions, three steps of landscape design patterns surface:

1) Repopularize the the empty streets and plazas by providing
different businesses and activities that attract people.

2) Use landscape as a framework to reshape people’s lifestyle.
3) Influence the social economic patterns of these space.

Invitation

Chill

The patio places extend the interior of buildings, and invite pedestrians to sit down
and come inside. Trees and sun umbrellas set the canapy of the street, building a
mild connection between buildings and street.

The red color and soft texture of the paving around sitting area strongly divide this
sitting apart from the busy sidewalks. Pedestrians can take a break from the busy
city, gathering around the sun umbrellas, sitting and chilling with families, strangers,
and travelers.

Sidewalk

Sitting

Walking

Patio place
Shop & Restaurant

Shop

Sidewalk

Reconquista, C1003ABT CABA, Argentina by Fabrico Di Dio/ ITDP
35

13’

18’

15’

18’

Walk

15’

Sitting

24’

Shop & Restaurant

Walk

16’

Sidewalk

18’

New York by NYC Department of Transportation (DOT)
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Plants

Cute animals

A walk in the park may soothe the mind from the pressure of work and life. Large
meadows and trees are perfect places for families or friends to lie down and enjoy
the sunlight and nature.

Attracted by the flock of pigeons, kids, residents, and travelers all stop for a moment
for this intimate interaction with nature.

Sheep Meadow, Central Park, NY by Miguel Gallardo

Attingham Park, Atcham, Shropshire by Stuart Dunn
37

Piazza del Duomo Milan, Italy by maxturci

Sports

Fountain

With the mini tennis field, kids, teenagers and families gather around to play sports
and cheer for the game

In a hot summer day, nothing brings the kids to live more than the the pulsating water
jet fountains, while parents sit and enjoy a drink in the warm sunshine

Gateway Fountains, Houston, USA
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How could Fall River be transformed
through this framework?
This chapter I analyze why downtown Fall River has a lack of

attractiveness for both residents and visitors. It is designed for cars,
with plenty of roads and excessive parking lots. People cannot find
a quiet, safe and green open space to enjoy themselves. Then the

next step would start with creating comfortable spaces that support
people’s various activities.

04 Design Proposal

Landscape should act as framework from two sides: Providing high
quality space that supports various kinds of activities, and have its
own special identity to be remembered.
39
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Proposal

Family
Currently spending their weekend in
surrounding green parks and playgrounds.

Street Proposal

Patio Space for coffee

Seats for pedestrians

Businessman
Currently driving to work, taking little time to
interact with the environment.

Space Quality

Visitor
Currently very few visitors are coming to
take a trip in the downtown area.

Improve space quality to support people’s
varies activities

Current Plan

Narrow Sidewalk
Paking

Proposal
Bike Parking

Sellective Parking

Plaza Proposal

Space Identity
Space Identity

41

Build the city’s identity that attracts people to
come for a visit.
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Proposal Model
The new landscape should address the current lack of attractiveness

and revitalize the city center through reforming the connection bridge,
replacing certain parking lots, and refilling the empty plazas with its
own identity and new programs.
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What’s Fall River’s own identity?
Through the analysis of the current urban planing of Fall River, in this
chapter, I found out the importance of locating site’s own identity. But
how to find out the identity of a space and make a powerful, singular
design?

04 Site Design

This chapter demonstrates one way to rebuild the identity of

downtown Fall River to make it powerful and specific. Downtown

Fall River is marked historically by the river that flows across it. In

this way, the flow could be used to rebuild the turbulence that once

happened on the site: Flows of water, pedestrian and highway are all
coming together and interact with each other, which lead to the open
space patterns.
45
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From Flow to Space

Flow of

Wil

dlif

e
Tree

I-195 Highway

Human Activities

Historical River

1891-River in Downtown

Now-Abandoned River

Flow in Downtown Area

Flow of

Surrounding Character
Water

Ground Cover

Space Form
Noise Block

Sunken Plaza

Pedestrians

Building Connection
Cars

Enclosed Space

Open Plaza

Path

Highway
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B
Site Design

A

Inspired by the metaphor of a flowing river, I abstracted the flows of

the various characters within this site: the flow of pedestrians, flow of

passing cars, flow of highway. This powerful metaphor brings back the
long-forgotten historical river and bridge the cultural void developed
through urbanization and shrinking population. Within this site, the
flows of various spirits encounter, collide, flux, and diverge, calling
back the time when the historical river streaming through the city,
constituting the last flow of the site, Fall River’s own identity.

B

N
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Section A-A
To block the noise from undergoing highway and set a complete

foundation for plants and human, the highway in front of the City Hall

is covered up. From left to right: Stepped sittings and ramps increase
the connection between City Hall and plaza; Plants and walls divide
the whole plaza into smaller spaces, allowing people to do varies

activities; At the edge of this plaza, raised meadow and trees block

the noise from the highway, and provide interesting wandering space
in it.

Ramp

Mild ramp connecting

City Hall to the plaza

51

Stepped Sitting

Open plaza

Meadow

Entering path

Current sidewalk

with each other.

large activities.

enjoying the sunshine.

and ramp to go inside.

inviting passing people.

People can sit and chat

Large open plaza for

Sitting on the grass and

Walking through walls

Trees and views are
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Section B-B
Sinking into the ground, this space is strongly divided from the

surroundings and separated from highway noises. People flow into

this space the same way as water gathers in lowland. People can find
a quiet green space to enjoy the interactions with wild lives.

Sunken plaza

Meadow

Ramp

activities.

enjoying sunshine.

walking down to the plaza.

Large sunken place for

Sitting on the grass and

Gentle ramp guides people

0
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10

20’
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A new landscape of flows

The new landscape framework is charaterized by the symbolized
nature, patched with large areas of lawns, and embroidered with
the lines of meandering trees, inviting, hosting and arresting the
wandering spirit.

55
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Site Model

Representing the flow

The red area in the Phase II model illustrates two
concepts: physically satisfying environment and

mentally memorable identity. The final site model
solidifies these two abstract concepts with more
concrete landscape features.

57
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Phase III Model
This model captures the Fall River identity of flows from
a larger scale. Each of these flows extends beyond the

edge, guiding people wandering in the space. Walk paths,

plazas, and pavings are depicted with grainy limestone and
paint blocks. Individual trees and their physical proximity
are represented with nails and connected threads.

59
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Site Experiences
Continuing the metaphor of the flowing river, the pedestrian

experiences within this site is very much like the flow of water as

well. Rivers dwell, travel, and ebb and flow. Residents and visitors of
the site could also rest, wander around, and experience rise and fall

Flow of Trees

within this site.

Flow of Shrub

Flow of Ground Pattern

Flow of Ground Pattern

Flow of Shrub
The facade of the Fall River City Hall.

Rivers dwell. The proposed landscape provides various places for
pedestrians to rest and nature to inhabit: stepped seating, open
lawns, enhanced greens and shades.
61
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The entry point to the City Hall Plaza from street.

The sunken plaza beside the Fall River Retirement Board and the

The walkways extend, connect, and react to the walkways in the

Rivers ebb and flow. The proposed landscape employs condensed

Rivers travel. The proposed landscape captures the freeform of water.
neighboring blocks, encouraging spirits to move freely around the site
and explore the unkonwn territory.
63

Mastery School.

topography to give rise and fall to the site, as well as to the walking
experience of pedestrians and residing experiences of nature.
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06 Conclusion

Can landscape architecture provide a framework to help shrinking

cities revive and flourish? After this journey of questioning, searching,
testing, and validating, the answer is evidently positive.
65
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Conclusion
Today, many cities across the globe are facing the same problems:

economic stagnation and the subsequent depopulation. In this book,
I explored one core question: can landscape architecture provide a

Spatial Comfort

Surely, a piece of land cannot be defined by one identity. Hence

different cities, the answer is evidently positive. The landscape

enhance. Using this framework requires large under utilized space

Social

Urban Landscape
Spatial Identity

Engagement
Willingness to
return to the space

framework seeks to renovate the city’s public environment to provide
physical comfort that invites people to stay, as well as to re-establish

Revitalize economy
Regain communication
Recall history

the city’s unique identity that invites people to remember.
City Revival

historical and spatial characteristics.

framework to help shrinking cities revive and flourish? After reviewing
existing literature about shrinking cites and analyzing cases of four

Willingness to
stay in the space

and personality, and to redefine the city’s identity according to its own

To test the framework’s validity and applicability, I practiced the

framework with downtown Fall River as an example. Downtown

Fall River is marked by excessive parking lots and uncomfortable

we need to carefully select the most powerful and singular ones to

that could be shifted into environmentally comfortable place. Further
studies need to be done to make this framework more applicable to

the narrow spaces in the urban streets. Furthermore, this framework
call for more research on how it might reach into the city in the long

term, and how the attractiveness of landscape can further impact the
social activities and economic status.

pedestrian paths. Using this framework, this district could be

This methodology provides a simple, clear model to revive a city

perform various activities, and to recognize this city’s identity -- flow of

data collection and strategies comparison. These characteristics

transformed into a urban environment that invites people to stay, to
water -- which is built upon its historical river.

In developing future revitalization strategies for shrinking cities,

this framework could be used to provoke new thoughts and inspire

through landscape, and could be easily used as the foundation for
make this framework not only applicable as a supplement to the
current revitalization strategies, but also effective as a theoretic
foundation for environment-driven city revitalization plan.

new perspectives. To apply this framework to other cities in future

revitalization plan, it is critical to recognize each city’s individuality
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